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Abstract
Genomics
is becominga data-intensive science, andan increasingnumberof laboratoriesare generatingdatawhich
swampsstorage in traditional paper-and-inknotebooks.
Capturingthe data flow requires large systemswith multiple applications manipulatingthe sameor similar data.
Largesystemsoften haveconflicting requirementsfor data
representation.Consistencyacrossapplicationsis a prime
consideration,and appropriatedata representationis an
importantissue in developingpractical systemsfor molecular biologists. Graphsare a naturalrepresentationfor describing genome
data, while objects are goodfor modeling
the behaviornecessary,for laboratory, applications. We
present a methodfor translating graphdescriptionsof genomedata into objects using objects as views on graphs.
Graphrepresentationsdescribe genomeconceptswhile objects captureindividual viewsfor applicationdevelopment
insuringconsistencyacrossgenome
applications.

Introduction
Representing genomedata within databases and computer
applications is an important topic within the genomeresearch community.Genomedata consists of real world entities and human-defined concepts, which must be
accurately and flexibly represented in systems supporting
ongoingresearch. Accurately defining these entities and
concepts is a vital step in producingsystems whichcan be
used by biologists.
Each researcher has a "mind’s-eye" view of the information with which he works. Whenlistening to two biologists talk, one notices that these viewsmayoverlap but are
seldom identical. Whenspeaking, these ambiguities can
be ignored or redefined through discussion, but in databases or applications, the same ambiguity must be eliminated
or specified clearly. Often the choice is madeto define a
view which represents a minimumdefinition of a concept
rather than deal with representing multiple definitions. Our
approach to the problemof needing an "all things to all
people" description of concepts whichcan be broken apart
into individual views is to use graphs to describe the concepts and objects to represent the views.
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Weuse graphs to capture the domainof genetics because genetic concepts and relationships connect to form a
graph-like structure. A graph representation captures the
concepts and relationships of genetics in an unrestricted
though formal description. Wehave developeda representation for data whichis based on the graph-theoretic definition of a graph as a collection of vertices and edges
(Graves, Bergeman& Lawrence 1995). From this unrestricted description of a concept, individual views can be
abstracted. Since all views originate from the samerepresentation, consistency and accuracy are maintained.
Objects makeviable views on graphs and are useful for
application developmentbecause they provide modularity
in design and inheritance of behavior. Anobject encapsulates a subgraphof the data graph and provides a meansof
introducingapplication-specific constraints on the data.
Graphs and Objects
Graphsare a mathematical formalism for describing complex structures. Theyconsist of a collection of vertices and
edges and often include labels on the nodes or edges. Data
is represented as a graph by the relationships captured in
the edges. Edgesrepresent binary relationships, wheretwo
nodes are related by the edge betweenthem.
Objects are a mechanismfor encapsulating the behavior of computational processes. They typically include
mechanismsfor describing data abstractly, for hiding the
behavior of object operations (or methods), and for making the object’s internal structure and operations available
to a restricted class of objects whichinherit them.In a system, they may be designed around the data which they
store or aroundthe behavior whichthey provide.
Wehave combinedgraphs and objects in a novel approach so that objects provide interactive viewson the database. A biologist uses a microscopeto view a small area
of interest in a cell or smear, increasing and decreasing
magnification or movingthe slide to change the view in
order to discover information of interest. In muchthe same
way, a user may move through a database to examine a
part of the graphcontaining all data. Objects focus the at-

tention to relevant details and provide behavior which can
aid the researcher in finding informationof interest.
Why Use Objects
Anobject-oriented approachis useful for application developmentbecause objects succinctly define a set of behaviors. Objects provide data abstraction, encapsulation, and
inheritance of structure and behavior. Data abstraction allows objects to vary in complexityand to present data in a
less implementation-specific manner. Encapsulation hides
the implementation details which encourages modularity,
promotesreuse, and simplifies future modification of code;
all of which are important in a rapidly changing environment such as molecular biology research. Inheritance of
structure and behavior facilitates reuse of software components and simplifies the task of meeting diverging needs in
a changing environment.
Other view mechanismson graphs are also possible. A
more restricted technique would be to implementviews as
abstract data types, which do not allow for inheritance. A
more general technique would be to use constructs from
constructive type theory as views (Graves 1993a), which
wouldalso allow for type constructors. Using objects as
views on graphs is a practical approach which makesgraph
representations available within readily available programming environments.
Object-oriented
Design
Object-oriented design is the process of describing domain
concepts as objects which have specific data and behavior.
A requirementsspecification or other description of the application domainis used as a basis for discoveryof objects.
Whendesign is completed, the object descriptions are used
to implementthe application.
The three aspects of object design are domainmodeling, application modeling,and user interface modeling.Domain modeling concentrates
on the concepts and
relationships which are central to the domain. In genome
applications, these are usually biological Concepts. Application modelingconcentrates on the objects which perform
the computation-intensive tasks. User interface modeling
concentrates on describing a reasonable user interface and
any objects necessaryfor the user interface to function.
There are many object-oriented design methodologies
which are used in industry. Wehave used several and found
that for genomeapplication development, no one methodology is effective in producing good object-oriented designs. We discuss some commonl-y used design
methodologiesin the next section.

Object-Oriented
Software Engineering
Methodologies
Within the object-oriented software engineering community, there are several paradigmsor methodologiesfor software development. The methodologies which we have
studied include Beech(Beech 1991), Class-ResponsibilityCollaboration (Wirfs-Brock, Wilkerson & Wiener 1990),
Object Modeling Technique (Rumbaughet al. 1991), Objectory (Jacobsen et al. 1992), and Fusion (Colemanet
1994). Each methodologysupports the frameworkof encapsulation, abstraction, modularityand hierarchical organization but have different descriptions of the analysis and
design process.
The Beechmethodologyis one of the earliest object-oriented software engineering methodologies. It emphasizes
the modelingof classes and objects: identifying them, their
semantics, and relationships. The other methodologiesuse
Beech as a foundation, emphasizing and extending various
aspects. The Class-Responsibility-Collaboration
(CRC)
methodologydefines classes, their responsibilities and collaborators. CRCis useful for object modeling,but does not
provide enough support for discovery of the operational
needs of the application. Rnmbaugh’smethodology,Object
Modeling Technique (OMT),provides object, functional
and dynamicmodeling, emphasizing the operations of the
application but not sufficiently supporting modelingof the
domain.
The Fusion methodology, which is a second generation
object-oriented software engineering methodology, combines aspects of Beech, CRC, and OMTin a con~mon
framework. It places equal emphasis on object modeling
and modelingsystem interaction. Objectory also emphasizes the need to understand the process of the application as
well as the objects. The requirements model of Objectory
describes the systemusing use-cases, sequencesof interactions betweenthe user and the system.
Wehave found that no methodology will work when
taken directly from a textbook. Althoughwe use Fusion notation, our methodologyis unique to genomeapplication
needs. For example, we discovered that the use eases of
Objectoryare moreuseful in analyzing the requirementsfor
the user interface than the system interaction modelingof
Fusion. Wealso found that a weaknessin all the methodologies is capturing the complex genomic information. We
incorporate graphs in design to address this weakness.

Graph Representation
Modeling genome data as graphs
Graphs provide a mechanismto represent genomedata in a
flexible frameworkwhich can be easily extended, which is
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important because genetics is advancingat a rapid rate. In
addition, graphs are a natural modelfor genomedata.
Somegenomedata has an intrinsic graph-like structure.
Graphs have been used to describe mappingrelationships
(Cinkosky et al. 1992; Graves 1993b), gene regulation
(Thieffry & Thomas 1994), metabolic pathways (Ochs
1994; Hofestaedt 1994; Karp and Paley 1994), and phylogenetic trees (Mirkin & Rodin 1984).
Experimentaldata also has a graph-like structure. Genetics concepts are defined in terms of their relationships to
other concepts. These relationships are determined by experimental evidence. In molecularbiology, most of the science is based on indirect observations, and the results of
these experiments axe relationships between the reagents
used in the experimentand the result found, i.e., colonyfilter hybridization results, genetic maporder information or
genefunction. There axe few primitive concepts in genetics,
other than the biochemistry,so mostof the results are relationships betweenrelationships betweenrelationships, etc.
The nesting of relationships has a graph-like structure.
Because most of the aspects of genomic relationships
axe independent of each other, it is useful to decompose
(fully normalize)the relationships into binary relations. Binary relations are relations restricted to arity two. The binary relations can be combinedwith other binary relations to
form concepts which may not have been considered when
the database was originally developed. For example, an oligonucleotide may have originally been intended to be a
PCRprimer, but now may be considered to be a STS or
non-polymorphicmarker within the database.
Representation

Languages

A representation language must be able to naturally express
the data in the domain. The constructs in the formalism
should closely correspond to the domain and capturing
small changes in domain concepts should require only
small changes in the representation. Wehave incorporated
aspects of conceptual modeling, software engineering and
knowledgerepresentation into our graph representation language.
Conceptual modeling is the process of describing the
concepts and relationships of a domainthat are to be stored
in a database (Brodie, Mylopoulos& Schmidt 1984). The
process takes place within a theoretical frameworkcalled a
conceptual model. A conceptual model is a data model
which formalizes the representation and manipulation of
concepts and relationships. A conceptual model captures
the essential concepts in a domainwithout making decisions about the relative importance of each concept, which
dependsupon the specific database or application being developed. For example, a person has an name, address, and
employer. A person also creates experiments. Each of the
concepts: name, address, employer and experiment should
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be modeledas having a relationship with a person. A schemain a conceptual modelcan be translated into a database
schemafor a relational, object-oriented or other kind of database.
Domainanalysis in software engineering (Prieto-Diaz
Arango1991) is an aspect of software reuse. The emphasis
of domainanalysis is on discovering aspects of the domain
whichcan be used in manydifferent software applications.
Althoughdomainanalysis does not provide the tools necessary for describing complexgenomedata, it does suggest a
variety of approaches which might be taken. Neighbors
(1980) suggests that a domainis a collection of objects, operations on the objects and relations betweenthe objects.
Prieto-Diaz (1987) suggests that rules of usageand multiple
classifications into groups and abstractions are also useful.
Greenspan, Mylopoulos & Borgida (1982) define domains
(for requirementmodeling)as objects, activities, and assertions whichare organized using different abstraction mechanisms. Domain analysis also suggests mechanisms of
formalizing domaininformation in terms of an algebra,
with sorts, operations, and axioms(Srinivas 1990) or as semantic theories (Goguen1986).
Knowledgerepresentation provides graph representation languages which can be used to capture genomedata.
Using graphs for knowledgerepresentation originated in
semantic networks. Semanticnetworks were one of the first
representation languagesto attempt to capture structural relationships in a domain(QuiUian1968), and they are the
precursor of current attribute value formalisms, conceptual
modeling, and semantic databases. Semantic networks were
not a good foundation for reasoning systems, but did demonstrate their ability to represent static association and
structural information in domains (Winston 1970; Schank
1972; Schubert, Goebel & Cercone 1979; Brachman1979).
Semantic networks continued to evolve as a representation
formalism (Lehmann1992) and formed the basis of attribute value formalisms,such as feature structures (Kasper
& Rounds1986; Carpenter 1992), V-types (Ait-Kaci 1984),
and terminological subsumption languages (Brachman
Schmolze1985). Semantic networks also influenced developmentin databases leading to the creation of semantic databases (Hull & King 1987; Peckham & Maryanski 1988)
and schema design tools for relational databases (Chen
1976). The graph-based modeling mechanism we propose
is based on a type of attribute value formalism and uses
graphs to modelthe conceptsand their relations.
Graph Model
The graph representation which we use to capture genome
conceptsconsists of three extensions to the basic definition
of a graph. Thefirst extensionis the definition of a concept
as a vertex of a graph. Eachvertex is labeled with the name
of a concept. The type of link between two genomiccon-

cepts is also important, thus the secondaddition to the definition of a graph is a collection of edge labels. The edge
labels specify the characteristic of one of the objects, a relation betweentwo vertices or the role that one of them has
with respect to the other. For example, valid relations between a cosmid and a YACwould include "hybridizesTo",
"generatedFrom", or "sharesSTS", or a plasmid might be in
relationship to the plasmid’s sequence or maplocation. The
third extension is the addition of cardinality constraints to
the edges.
There are four data types in our graph representation:
concepts, edges, edge labels, and cardinalities. A graph is a
collection of concepts, link names,cardinalities, and edges
where:
¯ Concepts are the nodes of the graph and modelthe simple concepts and n-ary relations of the domain.
¯ Link nameson the edges describe the relation which
holds between the two vertices and are uniquely named.
¯ Cardinalities are either a positive integer or "many".
¯ Edges connect two vertices. There can be multiple edges
betweentwo vertices (with different link names). There
is a cardinality for each vertex. Thus, an edgeis a relation between two concepts, one link name, and two cardinalities
For example, a person may be represented as having a
name, email address, a current address and multiple previous addresses as shownin the figure below:
address
mailing address

prewousmamngaaaross
There are an additional two extensions to the graph representation which are useful in practice: views and constraints. A graph representation may be broken up into
several diagrams, or views, which represent the various
configurations in which the links may occur. A diagram
should be annotated with constraints which must hold between the concepts and links. Constraints augmentthe diagram by providing additional information on the concepts
and links. For example, a constraint could state that the
length of each cosmid sequence is between 10K and 100K
base pairs.
An examplegraph representation is shownin Figure 1.
Nodesand edges in bold on the diagram represent the view
which will be modeledas objects in a later section. The
graph describes a filter hybridization experiment for the
laboratory process which acted as the application domain
for this project. The project is concernedwith identifying
cosmid clones with regions homologous to eDNAclones.

The process consists of a series of hybridization experiments between eDNAand cosmid clones. Within the process, multiple experiments are completed which work
together to isolate a relationship between an individual
eDNAclone and cosmid clone. Because each experiment
can produce multiple results, the researchers neededa tool
which would help them eliminate redundant experiments,
record experimentaldata, and release final results to other
researchers.

DomainObject Design
Genomeapplication developmentrequires accurately translation of genomeconcepts into useful domainobjects. For
an application to meet the needs of the user, it must be
basedon the correct definition of the conceptsit represents.
Bydefining a graph representation as the initial step in development, the domainexpert and computer scientist can
work together to capture all concepts in the genomedomain, without restricting their thinking to a single application. To create an application, a developer must select
subgraphs from the graph representation which describe the
neededconcepts and convert theminto objects. In this section, we describe the process of creating the graph representation and translating views on the representation into an
object model.
Modeling
A biologist and informatician worktogether to describe the
domainusing a graph representation. The biologist has the
knowledgeof the domainand the computerscientist has the
ability to develop systems which use the domain knowledge. Definition of the concepts and relationships should be
the responsibility of a domainexpert. That person has a better understanding of the domainthan a computerscientist
could because he workswithin the domainon a d.ily basis.
The four steps to develop a graph representation of the
domainare: listing the domainconcepts, creating simple
sentences which describe relationships in the domain,
drawing major concepts as nodes in a graph, adding relationships as edgesin a graph.
Thefirst step in creating a graphrepresentation is to list
the concepts in the domain. Concepts are real world objects, relationships, and events, such as Experiment,YAC,
or Hybridization.
The second step is to list simple sentences containing
two domainconcepts and a linking word or phrase. Linking
phrases are descriptions of the interaction of the two domainconcepts which describe the relationship clearly. They
include: "has a name", "contains as an element", "hybridizes to", "probes". If the phrase describes a complexrelationship, the relationship should be treated as a concept. For
example, "YAChybridizes to an STS" is a complex con-
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Experiment

cept which is important in the experimental physical mapping domain. It is necessary to create the concept of
Hybridization and create the sentences "YACis target in a
Hybridization" and "STS is probe in a Hybridization" and
"Hybridization has Experimental Evidence" instead of the
single sentence "YAChybridizes to STS".
After the concepts have been linked using simple sentences, the third step is to select major concepts from the
concept list and draw them as nodes in a graph. The major
concepts should be selected based on each concept’s relative importancein the domain.
The fourth step is to add edges betweenthe nodes which
represent the linking phrases of step two. The direction of
the edge should be the same as the sentence. To makethe
graph more readable, we have chosen to drop "is a" and
"has a" parts of the linking phrase from the label whichresuits in someedges having the samelabel as the ’receiving’
node.
After domainconcepts have been refined, the graph representation can be used to define objects which are used
during application development.
Domain Object View
A graph representation should capture all concepts and relationships in the domain. Whendeveloping an application,
it is necessary to select the appropriate concepts and relationships and eliminate all others. A domainobject view is
a graph which contains only concepts and relationships to
be used in a specific application. The nodes and edges
drawn in bold in Figure 1 are an example of a view as a
subgraph of a graph model.
Domain Object Diagram
A domain object diagram is a graph which contains the
concepts whichshould be implementedas objects in the application. Whencreating the domainobject diagram, the
developer and domainexpert decide which concepts in the
domainobject view have primary roles in the application
and which are secondary. The concepts with primary roles
will be modeledas objects in the application.
A heuristic which we have found useful for creating the
domainobject diagramis to consider all nodes which have
no outgoing arcs to play secondary roles. This is based on
the realization that these nodes were only in the view because they helped to describe a primary concept and did not
need relationships to describe themselves. While this heuristic is reasonable, it is importantto not makethe assumption that every such node can be eliminated. It is possible
that a primary concept could be simple enough that it has
no outgoing edges thoughit is vital to the application domain.

Eliminating the secondary nodes from the graph leaves
the domainobjects. The domainobject diagramis basically
a subgraph of the entire domainobject view. No new concepts should be introducedinto this diagram. If the diagram
does not include all concepts which the domain expert
knowsto be important to the application, the domainobject
view should be reevaluated. No decision is made in this
step other than eliminating secondarynodes.
Aggregation Diagram
The aggregation diagram describes the hierarchical relationship of domain objects. From the domain object diagram, an aggregation diagram can be developed. The
aggregation diagramcaptures parent/child relationships between the concepts of the domain.
Aggregation is a parent/child relationship between an
object and other objects in the domain. Whenone object
dependsuponanother for its existence in the domainor the
database, that relationship should be captured in an aggregation diagram. The relationship is not one of relative importance but essentiality. For example,in a database, it is
essential that key objects be added to the database along
with, or before, non-keyobject can be added. That type of
constraint should be captured in the aggregation diagram.
An aggregation diagram describes domain objects
which play an attribute role but must be modeledas separate objects because they have their ownattributes. For example, an experiment has a relationship with a person,
filter, and probe. Person,filter, and probeall havetheir own
attributes and are objects in the domainobject diagram.According to the domainexpert, an experiment should never
exist in the application or database without being in a relationship with both a filter and a probe. Thereforean experiment is an aggregation of probe and filter. Within the
domain, the same experiment could exist without knowing
whocompleted the experiment, so it is not necessary for
person to be a part of the aggregation.
Anaggregationdiagramhas a tree-like structure, reflecting the hierarchical relationships within the domain.There
can be multiple disconnectedtrees, with each tree describing one hierarchy. Anynodes in the domainobject diagram
which are essential for the existence of another concept
should be a part of an aggregation diagram.
Anaggregation diagramfor the filter hybridization experiment would be drawnas:
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probe

filter

+hybridization

probe

target
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Object Model
Aggregation diagrams, domain object diagrams, and domain object views are used together to create an object
model. An object model should incorporate all concepts
from the domainobject view, describe all objects from the
domainobject diagramindividually, and reflect the aggregation relationships described in the aggregation diagrams.
Creation of an object modelshould be a straightforward
process of translating the information from the three previous diagramsinto a standard object oriented software engineering methodologynotation. All decisions concerning
the objects should have been madeat a previous step. If
problems appear, the previous diagrams should be reevaluated before the object modelis completed.
The process of creating the object modelis as follows:
Using someobject-oriented software engineering methodology notation, each node in the domainobject diagram
is drawnas an object. All nodes in the domainobject view
which were dropped from the domain object diagram because they were secondary are drawnas attributes of their
primary objects. Parent objects in the aggregation diagrams
are drawn as aggregations of their children. Non-aggregation relationships which are included in the domainobject
view are addedas relationships betweenobjects in the object model.
Weuse Fusion notation (Colemanet al. 1994), because
concepts of multiplicity in relationships, aggregationof objects and attributes are combinedinto a single set of diagramsrepresenting all domainobjects in the application, as
shownin Figure 2.

Implementation of Views
Developmentof object-oriented applications or databases
can proceed directly from the object modeldescribed in the
previous section using standard object-oriented software
engineering methods. However, the real strength of our
graph-based design of domain objects becomes more apparent whendeveloping object-oriented applications on a
graph database. Objects can be implementeddirectly from
the domainobject modelto access graphs stored in a graph
database. Wehave implementedan object-oriented data entry application basedon this paradigmin the object-oriented programming language Smalltalk (Goldberg & Robson
1989). The application interacts with a graph database
(Graves, Bergeman& Lawrence1995), and all domain objects are implementedas views on the data graphs stored in
the graph database.
In pure object-oriented systems, domainobjects are not
usually responsible for providing behavior to the application but instead are used to encapsulate a collection of data
in a meaningfulway.The data is stored in the object’s internal structure and the object is responsible for providing ac-
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cess methodswhich can be used by other objects to access
the dam.
Instead of storing the data as part of the internal object
structure, objects can havethe ability to access the database
for the data. By adding this behavior, domainobjects becomethe interface betweenapplication and database, providing a clean interface between the two. The objects
interact with the DBMS
tO store and retrieve data as needed
by the application.
In addition, objects can be restricted to access only part
of the graph database. Whenonly application-specific data
can be addedto or retrieved from the database, domainobjects maybe considered as views on a graph database. Each
domainobject in the application represents and provides an
interface to a part of the graph database. The object provides accessing methodswhich set and retrieve information
in the graph muchas other objects set and retrieve information from the object’s owninternal structure. For example,
a "person" object in a traditional object-oriented implementation might contain accessing methods to retrieve the
phone number,address, and email address of an individual.
This information wouldbe stored in the instance variables
of an object. Whenobjects are used as views, that information wouldbe retrieved from the graph.
Accessingthe database must be done through interaction
with the database managementsystem. The database must
provide operations for data entry and access. These operations are:
1. Creating a newsubgraph in the database;
2. Retrieving a subgraph which contains key values;
3. Addingnew edges to the graph;
4. Queryingthe database for edges within a subgraph.
An object uses DBMS-specificcommandsto invoke opelations on the database as part of its behavior. In addition,
an object enforces application and database constraints as
needed. These behaviors are implementedwithin attribute
accessing methods. Accessing methodsprovide a public interface to the object for object-oriented development,while
hiding DBMS-specificcode.
Databaseinteraction behavior can be naturally distributed between instance and class. The class creates new
graphs and queries for graphs, acting as a template for any
subgraphs which are to be added to the database. The class
also can support conslraints on any subgraphwhich it creates. Instances add and retrieve edges from a subgraph
whichexists within the database. Aninstance also enforces
constraints on data whichwill be addedto the graph.
Because accessing methods must provide a variety of
behavior, wecategorize attributes into three distinct groups
which we call key, collection, and secondary attributes.
Keyattributes uniquely identify an object within the application and must not be changed. They are used in the process of creating or querying for a subgraph within the

database. All other attributes are categorized as secondary
or collection attributes based on whethertheir cardinality
can be greater than one. Secondaryattributes will always
have zero or one values. Collection attributes mayhave any
numberof values. Accessing methods must provide behavior basedon the attribute category. The process of selecting
whichattributes belong in each category is entirely @plication dependent and not a part of the database design protess.

Key attributes uniquely identify the part of the graph
whichthe object views. These attributes must be given values whenan instance is created and should not be changed
by the application. In essence, they are "read-only" to other
objects in the application. Keyattributes are defined by the
needs of the application. For example,in the filter hybridization experiment application, we determined that a user
should not define an experiment without specifying both
the target and probe.
Collection attributes represent multiple edges of the
same type in a subgraph. Accessing methods on these attributes are implementedto handle adding an edge to the
graph and querying the subgraph for all edges of the same
type. Positive hybridizations in an experiment is an example of a collection attribute. Whenthe experimentsubgraph
is created in the database, the collection is emptybut as resuits are entered, the content of the collection changes.
Constraints on multiplicity are also implementedwithin
collection attributes. In the filter hybridization experiment,
a filter was constrained to contain only 96 probes. Error
checking was implemented as a part of accessing method
behaviorto notify the user if he was trying to add too many
probestO a filter.
Secondaryattributes represent data whichare not essential to the existence of the domainobject and which are
constrained to one value, for example, "comment" and
"creation date". These attributes are implementedto support adding and querying single edges. Dependingon application needs, these attributes can also support changingor
replacing data in the database.
Becauseobjects are views on data graphs, it is possible
to implementobjects in the same application which access
the samegraph but provide different functionality and constraints. Inheritance naturally follows. In the sameway, objects can be reused in other applications which have the
same view requirements.

Conclusion
Graphrepresentations are a natural and flexible meansof
describing complexgenomeconcepts, capturing the overall
view. Individual views can be represented as objects. Objects are good for developing genomeapplications because
they encapsulate views for specific applications. Using the

same graph representation for multiple object definitions
provides consistency across applications.
Wehave found that:
1. Treating objects as views on graphs simplifies
genomeapplication development.
2. Object structure can be derived directly from a graph
representation.
3. Using one graph to derive multiple object views
helps insure consistency across genomeapplications.
Althoughmore investigation is needed into developing
the most appropriate representation for genomedata, our
findings indicate that both graphs and objects are useful for
genomeapplication development.
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